
An exclusive product at the  market

That helps your radio to have the best audio quality
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 The VA 16X can tune from air any FM 
station, and analyzes their behavior 

through digital processing

 It uses its own backlited LCD display 
or connected RS232/USB  to any PC or 

Laptop

 Models / IP operate remotely, 
connected to Internet without  using a 

PC,  to monitor from air every FM 
station of the city

 It is the only global market system that 
allows audio quality measuring without 

interrupting  the station normal 
program for "technical adjustments"  



 VA-16X gives you a total 
control of on air signal 
quality 24 hours a day

 It includes human operator 
errors, like 3 sec silence 
during transmission  or 

stereo phase inverted

 Only VA-16X can provide 
audio data measuring  of 

Audio Distortion, Noise, 
Frequency Response, 

Channel Separation, Stereo 
Phase and Effective 

Radiated Power. 

All this information and 
much more is provided by 

simple graphics that  you 
can see through  Internet, 

from anywhere in the world





All information 
about the 

parameters of 
transmission 
and sound 

quality of the 
radio is now at 
your fingertips, 

with easy to 
read clear 
graphics



VA-16X measures 
all the  audio 

parameters that 
gives sound 

quality to your 
audience, and no 
other equipment 

measure

Level Meter 
modulation . True 
peak of 0,2 mS 
attack, exceeds 
FCC standard

Measures 19 kHz 
pilot tone and RDS 
57 kHz subcarrier

Multipath indicator 
and  field strength 
measure

16 preset 
frequencies with 
the name of the 
radio station

Audio level 
indicators  L & R 
L-R and L + R
Peak indicator and 
the exact level in 
dB



 VA-16X/IP 
models allow 

a direct 
Internet 

connection to 
be managed 

from 
anywhere in 

the world









This way you'll always 
know if it can be annoying 

to other radios and will 
have clear information 

about whether the audio 
processor is working 

properly







The 3D graphics spectrum, 
using statistical algorithms 

based on Bessel functions can  
analyze the spurious 

frequencies of local and remote 
stations that you can not be 

seen before, because there are 
under the channels of local 

stations. 

This analysis can solve 
technical problems, previously 

impossible to detect in areas 
saturated with FM stations, 

such as large cities



An alarm panel can generate 
messages to indicate:

1-overshoot
2-lack of audio

3-Low carrier

Messages are sent by mail and 
SMS cell phone to the technical 

manager

A warning icon also appears on 
the taskbar of your PC



The VA-16X system with option /AR, is the
solution to remotely Internet control of audio
sound of a FM station. It incorporates a 24-hour
AR202 software that records one hour blocks of
stereo audio, 24 hours a day. It can be heard
remotely to check the airing of ads or entire
programs



 To establish accurately the audio quality of an FM radio station, it is
required a high priced "standard FM receiver“. The VA-16X provides this
service. With advanced stereo decoder technology of 50 dB channel
separation and only 0.01% THD, it is the ideal tool to fine tune a good
audio processor

 The balanced audio outputs at +4 dBu with XLR connectors provide
professional audio quality 20 - 15,000 Hz

 It has separate headphone output with level control



MPX IN

MPX OUT
MPX output for direct 
broadcast of FM 
repeater stations

Output for additional 
measurements of FM 
transmitters

Testing audio processor, 
without airing

Measurements of modulation 
and audio quality
measurements of noise and 
channel separation

Effective Radiated Power 
measurements

Graphs of effective radiated 
power for each transmission 
time to establish the range 
increase due to the processing



 VA-16X/RK: For rack or table mount (without LCD) With interface to PC and
¼ wave antenna

 VA-16X/LCD: For rack or table mount, with LCD display and interface to PC
and ¼ wave antenna

 VA-16X/LCD/P  Portable version. Idem  the previous model with batteries 
rechargeable, with internal charger and antenna kit with magnetic base for 
car roof 

 OPTIONS

 / IP direct Internet connection, no PC required
 / CAL crystal calibrator 100% modulation with 0.1% precision 
 / AR Includes audio recording of 24 hours in Hard Disk
 / RDS includes special module to measure all  RDS fields

Portable model VA16X/LCD/P



The VA-16X standard version includes 
measuring the level of the RDS sub 
carrier and monitor their frequency 
variations. Normally this is sufficient 
control

In the few cases that need more 
complete information, version / RDS 
adds a second digital FM receiver for 
additional check of all RDS fields 



Thank you very much for your time
Now you know that the VA-16X is the best on-air measurement system of  
the market (despite its low price ...) 

Greetings from Buenos Aires !  (Photo of Puerto Madero)
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